Medical Facilities Corporation (MFC) is part owner of several medical facilities throughout the U.S. including one of its flag-ship facilities, Black Hills Surgical Hospital, LLP (BHS) in Rapid City.

MFC as part owner of BHS is committed not only to BHS’s philosophy of high-levels of patient care and service to the citizens of our region, but also to BHS’s mission and commitment to help the Community of Rapid City, grow, thrive, and be a great place to live. MFC believes it has a responsibility to “give back” to Rapid City and all the Communities where it does business.

MFC’s donation to the Dakota Fields Sports Complex is the most recent example of MFC’s desire to give back to Rapid City by providing funding so the youth of Rapid City and other users have the benefit of a premier soccer venue. Additionally, MFC recently contributed generously with BHS to the construction of the new Community Health Center of the Black Hills, allowing for necessary medical services to the most vulnerable members of our community.

So, although Medical Facilities Corporation (MFC) may not be a name known by all here, it also isn’t a mere corporation without ties to our Community. To the contrary, this donation, and others by MFC, shows its commitment to help Rapid City grow and thrive.